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 The concept of cloud computing has recently changed how hardware, 

software, and information are handled. However, security challenges and 

credibility requirements have never changed and may have increased. 

Protecting cloud computing and providing security for its resources and 

users is one of the critical challenges. As a result, most users are afraid to 

use their resources, because many security problems must be met. For 

example, authentication and reliability are major security constraints and 

must be provided in a cloud computing environment. There is a wide range 

of authentication protocols in use, but the researcher has recommended 

the Kerberos protocol to represent and test it in a complex environment 

such as a mixed cloud environment. 

A model has been developed to implement Kerberos authentication in a 

hybrid cloud computing environment to securely access the cloud 

computing services provided. This model is represented using the OPNET 

Modeler 14.5 simulation system. The network efficiency was measured 

before and after the hacker. Findings presented in this research are 

supporting the ability of the Kerberos protocol to prevent illegal access to 

cloud computing services, whether from within the private cloud or the 

public cloud. While maintaining the efficient performance of the network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A hybrid cloud is an important type of cloud. This type provides the integration of resources 

between private and public clouds. It offers users to expand their internal infrastructure horizontally 

in the public cloud to improve performance and reduce investment costs [1]. A hybrid cloud is a type 

of cloud computing that provides many cloud services without constraining local resources because it 

often includes different types of cloud that may include a private cloud with a public cloud intended 

to facilitate the user's work. With recent changes in computing, management, and increasing use, 

hybrid cloud computing may give everyone assessed and use of resources and expand their local 
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infrastructure by linking to local and private clouds. While providing as much as possible 

confidentiality and reliability and protecting its users from any violations. Additionally, they provide 

their services without allowing third-party data centers to access their data in full. Special drawing 

sources and systems are more protected than other types of clouds. But public computing may give 

organizations more flexibility and power to perform their tasks much better than private cloud. 

Especially if there is protection such as a firewall to protect the sources of information and prevent 

intrusion and unauthorized access [2]. 

In short, the hybrid cloud can be expressed as a strategy for sharing resources by creating cloud 

computing that combines different cloud environments connected. These cloud environments can be 

either a public or private cloud or a virtual infrastructure [3]. The hybrid cloud has many advantages, 

and although it is one of the most stable cloud environments, it still faces some challenges. One of 

the most important challenges is the issue of authentication and confidentiality [4]. In hybrid cloud 

computing, protecting information security is one of the most important issues to address. Among 

various modern security technologies used Maintaining privacy and protecting a connection method 

During the cloud, authentication technology is a vital issue. User authentication has become a vital 

problem in cloud computing because of the urgent need to protect critical information in cloud 

service providers [3][4]. 

Although there are many studies in this field, there are no systems capable of evaluating and 

testing the information security program that applies to hybrid cloud computing. In the study [5], the 

establishment of a testing and evaluation system consists of three parts: the test environment, the 

evaluation technology, and the evaluation service. In the cloud computing environment, many 

authentication protocols have been proposed such as (Choudhury et al. [6], Nayak, et al., [7], Emam 

[8], Banyal, et al., [9], Khan and  Akbar [10], Abdul et al., [11]) and many efforts have been devoted 

to improving cloud computing security. Among these proposed authentication protocols, Kerberos 

(Zhao et al. [12]).  

In this article, a hybrid cloud computing model with Kerberos protocol authentication is studied 

and proposed to provide secure login and give users more confidence when using this type of cloud. 

This proposed model can be implemented in practice with available capabilities as well as protection 

for hybrid cloud computing resources. While maintaining the efficiency and performance of the 

network and the possibility of providing resources and systems for all users. Kerberos verifications 

provide authentication for each client as well as authorizing two authorized users to use hybrid cloud 

resources. It acts as a trusted third party between hybrid cloud servers and clients and thus allows 

secure access to services. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2,  provided an 

overview of the authentication and confidentiality of the Kerberos Protocol. Section 3 discussed the 

proposed work which includes implementation, and the model description. Section 4 discusses the 

results of the analysis and simulation. Conclusion and future work are presented in section 5. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE KERBEROS SECURITY 

In the simplest definition, Kerberos is an authentication protocol that enables it to serve requests 

over insecure networks and unreliable requests as on the Internet environment. In the Kerberos 

authentication protocol, we have three headers: Client Centre, Server, and Key Distribution (KDC). 

KDC is a Kerberos third-party authentication service. KDC is an intermediary between the clients 

and the server with confidence requests provided by the KDC. KDC provides two basic services: 

(Authentication Service (AS) and Ticketing Service (TGS)). The KDC authentication mechanism 

uses a shared secret key that allows the transmission of packets that travel on the network safely. This 

means protecting and preventing replay attacks [13]. In general, the work of this protocol is based on 

three phases: Phase 1: At this stage, the client must authenticate and request a ticket from the 

Kerberos protocol. At this stage, Kerberos will present the Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT) and session 

key. This ticket is used to request a ticket to allow access to the server and use the resources and 

services provided by the server. The session key is used to communicate between clients and the 

server. Phase 2: The client uses tickets from Phase1 to request a ticket from TGS. Stage 3: The client 

uses the ticket to connect to the intended server. In this case, the client sends a request in plain text to 

the Authentication Administrator (AS) server so that it can obtain a card to subsequently 

communicate with TS. The request contains the login name as TGS. AS gets the authentication name 

and is logged in [13].  

The Kerberos service generally consists of a client-server architecture that provides secure 

transactions across networks. Thus, it provides a strong authentication service to the user while 
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maintaining the integrity and privacy of the user. The identity of the sender and receiver is validated 

and provides authentication for the parties within the network. It also provides additional services 

such as data integrity checking and encryption during transmission according to equation (1)  [14]. 

As shown in Figure 1. 

 

    (    (       ))                                        (1) 

Where  E,  is the encryption process and D, the decryption process. In these two processes 

(encryption and decryption) the same key is used. With this key, the sent ciphertext is decrypted. 

In Kerberos reliability, there are two types of keys used: symmetric short-term keys and 

symmetric long-term keys. 

 

Figure 1: Kerberos, client-server architecture. 

I. Kerberos Authentication Steps 

Kerberos is a ticket-based authentication protocol for clients. With these tickets, users are 

allowed to connect to services over a potentially unsafe network. The following are the most 

important steps to implement Kerberos authentication, which should be implemented to get the client 

to obtain a secured request from the server before using the server resources. At the same time, it 

represents how Kerberos works briefly [14]. 

Step 1: Sign in 

In this step, the client creates its account consisting of the user name and password. Later in 

normal cases, the client is required to enter the password only. This is what we notice in step 5. This 

password will then be converted to a secret client-key.  

Step 2: Request the client to the server granting the ticket (TG). 

 The client sends a text message request to the authentication server (KDC). The message 

contains: (username; type of service required) In this case, TGS is given and includes the network 

address and TG life. At this point, confidential information consisting of the secret client key and 

password has not yet been sent. 

Step 3: The server verifies that the client profile exists. 

After the server receives the message and checks whether the client name exists in the Key 

Distribution Centre (KDC). The purpose of this step is not to verify the credentials, but simply to 

verify the client profile. The server made sure there was no problem. 

Step 4: Again the server sends TG to the client. 

In this step, the server randomly generates a key called a session key. This shared key will be 

used between clients and TGS. The authentication server sends two messages (A, B) to the client. 

Message A is encrypted using the client's secret key. The client's secret key is not transferred but is 

retrieved from the password stored in the server database. All these processes will occur on the 

server-side. Message A contains the following information: (TGS name, TGS session key, a 

timestamp, and lifetimes). The letter B, which is a TG encrypted and using the secret key TGS. 
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Message B contains: (client name, TGS name, network address, TGS session key, a timestamp, and 

lifetime). 

Step 5: The server asks the client to enter its password. 

 In this step, the client receives messages asking the client to enter its password. To have an 

account that was set up in the previous step 1. The password is then converted (hashed) to the secret 

client-key. At the same time, this key is also created on the server-side. 

Step 6: The client obtains the TGS session key. 

 In this step, the client uses the secret client key to decrypt the message A. The client gives the 

TGS session key. For message B, the client cannot do anything at this time, as it will be encrypted 

using the TGS secret key (which is only available on the server-side). Locally the encrypted TG for 

credentials is stored in the cache. 

Step 7: The client asked the server to access the resources. 

The client configures two messages (C and D) to be sent to the server. Message C is an 

unencrypted text message that will be sent to the server and contains: (the service the client wants to 

access and time to live and the encrypted message B included in this unencrypted message). Message 

D is an authentication, message that is encrypted using the TGS session key and contains: (client 

name and timestamp). 

Step 8: The server checks the availability of the service. 

In this step, the KDC server first verifies the service requested by the client. If the service is 

available and available, continue or send a warning message. 

Step 9: The server checks the request. 

In this step, the server extracts the content of message B (TGT) from message C, decrypts that 

message B (TGT) with its secret TGS key. The server then gives the TGS session key. This key will 

be shared between the client and the server. With this TGS session key, the server can now decode 

Message D. 

Step 10: Create a service session key from the server. 

The server generates a service session key as well as a random key to encrypt and send two 

messages (F and E) to the client. Whereas, the letter E: is the service ticket and encrypted with the 

service secret key and contains: (client  name; service name; Timestamp; Client network address; 

Times of life; Service session key). While the message F: is a message encoded with a TGS session 

key that contains: (The name of the service; Timestamp; Times of life; Service session key). 

Step 11: The client receives the service session key. 

Because the client has the temporary TGS session key resulting from the previous steps, they can 

now decrypt message F with the service session key. But it cannot decrypt a service card (or E-

message) because it is encrypted using the secret service key. 

Step 12: Client access to the service. 

This step enables the client to access the service. Two messages (G and H) are sent. Massage G is 

encrypted using the service session key to achieve new authentication. Includes (name and 

timestamp). The letter H is the same as the previously received (E) message, which is still encrypted 

with the secret service key. 

Step 13: The server receives the request. 

When the server receives the request, it decrypts message H (similar to Message E) using a secret 

service key. The service session key (which is stored in message H) is used. The server then uses the 

newly acquired service session key to decrypt the authentication message to G. 
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Step 14: Check service available on request. 

Similar to step 9, the server verifies the service request sent by the client. 

Step 15: Verify the identity of the user requesting the service. 

 The server will confirm the identity of the client based on the authentication message sent by the 

client. This message (I) is encrypted using the service provider session key that contains (ID and 

Timestamp).  

Step 16: Receive the client's confirmation. 

In this step, the client receives confirmation that it is the authentication message (I) and decrypts 

it by using a service session key that was obtained in step 11). To allow the customer to know the 

identity of the service. And check whether the timestamp is valid. 

Step 17: The client access the service. 

Finally, the client has been authenticated and verified. Here the customer can access the service. 

Kerberos is the protocol that eliminates the need to own and secure private keys. Allow users to 

authenticate themselves without transferring their passwords on the network. Whereas, X.509 

certificates rely on the concept of asymmetric encryption as the private key is owned by the 

certification authority and the public. The key is distributed to the user who wants to own the 

certificate from the certification authority. The problem with this protocol is the maintenance of a 

database of these keys [15]. 

II. Mutual authentication 

In mutual authentication, the server and client must verify their identities to each other before 

performing application functions. Where neither of the two parties can ever carry out operations with 

each other unless the identity is verified. In this application, special emphasis was placed on the 

effect of adding security to hybrid cloud computing and service delivery performance. We assume  

P5_AS1 Talk, consists of two distinct parts: (1) Authentication Session key discovery and (2) 

encrypted message exchange. The second A version of its app, which we call P5_AS1 Talk, only 

performs regular text exchanges. Authentication and Session Key Discovery part of Secure P5_AS1 

Talk This model works as shown below. We will refer to the message Msg encrypted with Key such 

as Key { Msg }. 

1. Client (P5) sends a message to the Key Distribution Center (KDC), a trusted third-party authority, 

requesting a session key for P5 communication with Application Server1(AS1).  

2. KDC generates a session key, KP5_AS1, for communication between P5 and AS1.  

3. KDC sends a message KP5_Pu {KP5_AS1, TAS1} to P5, where:  

a. KP5_Pu : Client P5’s public key.  

b. TAS1: ticket generated by KDC to be sent to AS1. TAS1 = KAS1_Pu {KP5_AS1, “P5”}. 

c. KAS1_Pu: AS1’s public key.  

d. “P5”:  Client P5’s identity. 

6. Client P5 receives the above message from the KDC and decrypts it using his private key, 

providing P5 with KP5_AS1 and TAS1. 

 5. Client P5 sends a message {TAS1, KP5_AS1{Sn}} to AS1 where Sn is some secret number. 

6. AS1 receives the message from P5 and decrypts TAS1 using his private key, thereby obtaining 

KP5_AS1. 

7. AS1 uses the retrieved key KP5_AS1 to decrypt P5’s secret number Sn. This proves P5’s identity 

because only someone who knows P5’s private key could have obtained KP5_AS1 and the TAS1 ticket 

containing P5’s identified in step 4. 

8. AS1 encrypts and sends P5 a message KP5_AS1{Sn+1}. AS1 encrypts the value Sn+1 to protect against 

a replay attack. 

9. P5 decrypts AS1’s message using the session key KP5_AS1, verifying AS1’s identity, because only 

AS1 could have known the value Sn and the session key KP5_AS1. 

The steps above can be represented and summarized in Figure 2. as shown below. 
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Figure 2: Kerberos Authentication 

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND MODEL DESCRIPTION 

This section describes a hybrid cloud computing model that uses the Kerberos protocol to 

develop authentication for the use of cloud services provided by servers. The hybrid cloud computing 

model is designed using OPNET Modeler 14.5 as shown in Figure 3. The hybrid cloud (as shown in 

the yellow area) consists of a private cloud (as shown in the blue area) as well as general cloud 

computing (e.g., shown in the green area). The attributes of each node are detailed in Table I.  This 

table shows the types of devices used and their characteristics. In the research, a very simple model 

was assumed for one private cloud and only one public cloud. 

In this work, the cloud provides a wide range of services, including database applications and 

web services. In the scenario shown in Figure 3. A custom application and connectivity between 

multiple nodes are presented and are not limited to a single client-server session. In this scenario, 

Kerberos requirements are prepared as described in Section 2.1. For all routers connected to the 

hybrid cloud as shown in Figure 4. In this scenario, it is assumed that the P5 user exists within the 

private cloud domain and needs access services available in the public cloud. The KDC server is in 

the hybrid cloud responsible for the PR1, PR2, and P1_AP routers configured with the Kerberos 

protocol to give, credibility to access services. 

 

Figure 3:  Kerberos Authentication 
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Figure 4: Tasks  Setting   

 

Figure 5: Kerberos router setting   

4. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

This section includes displaying and analyzing some results obtained when applying a Kerberos 

protocol in the hybrid cloud model and the simulation time was one hour. In this model, two 

scenarios were implemented: the first is that the client P5 within the private cloud and wants to 

access the public cloud to take advantage of the service provided by Application Server1. Client P5 

as in the Kerberos dialogue sends Ticket Request to the KDC server. Which sends service Tickets to 

client P5. The client P5 then sends a request to the cloud to obtain the services provided by it. The 

Ticket is then checked by the server if it is valid. The server sends the responses and services are 

provided to this client as shown in the results in Figures (6-7). 
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TABLE I: Attributes of node models 
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Figure 6: Client (P5) Kerberos request path  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: client (P5) Kerberos response path  

The second scenario in this model is that the client P5 is a hacker and illegal who wants to access 

the service provided by the hybrid cloud. After applying the Kerberos protocol, we note the response 

of the system to Kerberos' work, as this node is not allowed to access the service because it is illegal 

and as shown in Figure 8. This scenario shows the ability to access all nodes for all the hybrid clouds 

normally with the P5_Hacker disconnected from the network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Client (P5_Hacker ) Kerberos response path  

Figures (9-11) show some statistics obtained when implementing the model designed when 

applying the Kerberos protocol and provide credibility to access the services provided by hybrid 
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cloud computing. Two scenarios were implemented: the first without legitimate access and the 

second without illegal access. The simulation time was one hour.  Figure 9 shows the average (in 

Traffic Sent (packets/sec)) and average (in Traffic Received (packets/Sec.). With time, the network 

reaches stability and there are no problems with the amount of Traffic Sent and Traffic Received. 

Figure 10 shows the amount of delay that occurs when there is a hacker that is less than the absence 

of a hacker because the Kerberos protocol separates the illegal node from the network and 

consequently the network delay time is less. Figure 11 shows a very important measure, which is 

response time. It means network latency, also known as "network latency," is the amount of time 

required for a packet to travel across a network path from a transmitter to a receiving host. Response 

time is an important problem in cloud computing applications for remote control as the user sends a 

query and waits for the system to respond. We note that the response time in the usual network 

without a hacker is less than the system response time when there is a hacker and this confirms the 

ability and efficiency of the Kerberos protocol to separate the illegal node from the network. 

 
 

Figure 9: Traffic Sent/Received (packets/sec.) 

 

Figure 10: Application Packet Network Delay(Sec.) 
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Figure 11: Application Response Time (sec) 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Through this study, it was concluded that using Kerberos authentication in a hybrid cloud 

computing environment is very important. Although there is a lot of research in this area. However, 

this protocol has been extensively tested in a complex environment such as a hybrid cloud computing 

environment. However, the response of this model was better in preventing illegal access, which may 

contribute in the future to protecting network resources and increasing the confidence of users in the 

hybrid cloud. Also, the results achieved were satisfactory, especially concerning both network 

stability, delay time, and response time. 
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